7:30 – 8:00 am Coffee and Registration
Open all day for coffee, networking, sponsors

8:00 – 10:00 am Welcome & Opening Plenary
Welcome
Chuck Redman, Founding Director, GIOS

The ASU Sustainability Science for Sustainable Schools: Best Practices for Effective Partnerships
Auriane Koster, GK-12 Fellow, GIOS; Sandra Rodegher, GIOS

10:15 – 11:45 am
Is Net Zero Right for Everyone?
Melissa Wilfong, LEED AP BD+C, Grimm and Parker Architects; Amy Upton, LEED AP BD+, Grimm and Parker Architects; Steven J. Hudson, PE, CPD, James Posey Associates

Can a School's Location Make a Kid Fat?
Brian Fellows, Arizona Department of Transportation

Making Schools Truly Sustainable: Creating Organisms Which Change over Time to Reflect Needs and Pedagogies rather than Hoping to Future Proof
Marcus Orlofsky, Bryanston Square Consulting Ltd.

11:45 am – 1:00 pm Lunch

1:15 – 2:45 pm
How Many Cooks Does a Sustainable Project Take? A Case Study for School Planning in an Activist Community
Brian Carter, AIA, REFP, Integrus Architecture; Kas Kincaed, Cascade Design Collaborative; Laurie Pfarr, LPD Civil Engineering

Arizona's First Net Zero School: The Fort Huachuca Project
Tony Wall, REFP, #W Management; Dr. Ronda Fruehuff, Fort Huachuca Schools; Michael Hall, REFP, Fanning Howey

Building as a Teaching Tool: Connecting Curriculum, Culture and the Physical Environment
Melissa Wilfong, LEED AP BD+C, Grimm and Parker Architects; Amy Upton, LEED AP BD+C, Grimm and Parker Architects; Steven J. Hudson, PE, CPD, James Posey Associates

3:00 – 4:30 pm Closing Plenary
Where is My Hub? Students’ Perspective on Learning Spaces
Caroline Lobo, Orcutt|Winslow

4:30 – 6:00 pm Reception
University Club
Arizona State University